PERFORMANCE FASHION

DESIGN • INNOVATION • QUALITY

ABOUT US
Since being established as the UK office of the Turkish based Penti Group in 2005,
we have grown to be a major supplier of fashion apparel to the UK market. Working
closely with some of the country’s largest retailers, we have built our reputation by
consistently delivering a reliable service and quality products.
Our activewear range was developed in response to the increasing demand for
fashion-infused sportswear generated by the wider “athleisure” trend. Utilising a
primarily European manufacturing base, we are well positioned to react and adapt to
developments and opportunities in the market, with quick sampling, short leadtimes
and competitive MOQs.
Our comprehensive range combines the latest fashion and design trends with
performance engineering. Working closely with the R&D teams at our factories and major
yarn manufacturers, we are always at the forefront of industry innovation. This ensures
that our customers have access to the latest concepts, before they reach the market.
Tasked with blurring the line between performance and style, we have a dynamic design
team whose creativity bring our ideas to life. Drawing inspiration from the international
catwalks, social media influencers and contemporary street styles, our goal is to bring the
hottest seasonal trends to gyms and fitness studios nationwide.

THE PENTI GROUP
Headquartered in Istanbul, the Penti Group are our parent company. Founded in
1947 as a hosiery manufacturer, this remained their primary focus until 1999 when
they opened their first store selling directly to the public. The success of this venture
saw Penti embark on an era of expansion, that has seen them become one of Turkey’s
largest, most recognised retail brands. With over 384 stores spread across 5 continents
and 43 countries, they are truly a global enterprise.
True to their roots, Penti continue to manufacture their own hosiery products in-house,
entering the Top 500 Industrial Firms of Turkey list in 2013. Today, their stores offer
a market leading selection of swimwear, loungewear, underwear and activewear,
with a reputation for offering quality and style at affordable prices.

“Our success has been achieved
through a focus on what the consumer
wants and working closely with our
customers to deliver it.”

OUR FACTORIES
We pride ourselves on the high standard of our production teams, working closely with
a select group of trusted manufacturers across Turkey, Italy and Poland. Being European
based, we can offer much shorter leadtimes than the Far East, with new orders typically
shipping within 6-8 weeks and repeat orders between 4-6 weeks. Additionally, our diverse
factory portfolio gives us flexible MOQ options, with some pieces starting at only 200 units.
All our factories are fully audited for the UK market and the OGUK team undertake regular
visits to ensure that the required quality and ethical standards are being maintained.

ETHICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Environmental sustainability is a topic of growing importance for UK retailers,
as consumers become increasingly conscious of how and where their products are
being made. To this end, we are committed to supplying our customers with products
produced in environmentally-friendly surroundings. All our factories meet a basic level
of green-compliance, with some going beyond this to achieve the standards required
to be awarded eco-factory certification.
Ethically, all our factories meet the guidelines set out by the leading international
auditing bodies. On top of this, OGUK has a stringent Anti-Slavery policy that all our
factories have committed to following.

WAREHOUSING & DELIVERY
With several options to choose from, our delivery methods can be tailored to meet
individual customer requirements. For direct deliveries, shipments can be arranged
from local ports on either a CIF or FOB basis.
Alternatively, stock can be held and distributed from our Leicester-based distribution
centre with regular part-contract call offs, or full shipments. This state-of-the-art facility
has computerised stock control and full EDI capabilities, ensuring maximum efficiency.
Additionally, there is a fully accredited rework facility on-site.
We have invested heavily in our delivery processes, understanding the importance
of delivering our products on time, to the highest standard. As a result, our delivery
performance continues to exceed the standards set by our customers.

WHAT WE CAN OFFER
Behind the product, our Leicester based team are on hand
to provide you with an all-inclusive, 360° support service,
from design to delivery.
MERCHANDISING
Each of our customers are allocated a dedicated merchandiser who will manage
the critical path process from start-to-finish and provide a direct point of contact
for any queries.

COMMERCIAL
We provide full category management services, including seasonal marketing analysis,
forecasting, product development, planogram layouts and visual marketing.

TECHNICAL
Our experienced technical team closely monitor every product that we supply,
subjecting each SKU to stringent quality checks, using our own internal facilities
and external test houses. Our technicians are on-hand to answer queries and
provide support at any stage in the process.

DESIGN
Our dedicated, fashion-focused design team are the creative minds who bring
our ideas and inspiration to life. Our prominent apparel designs are unique and
promise strong sales in-store and on-line. To complement our UK team, we also
have access to our factories in-house designers, who can offer an alternative
interpretation of design briefings.

TRENDS
We produce regular trend boards to support our customers seasonal range builds,
taking inspiration from the large fashion houses, catwalk displays, social media
and the latest street styles. Our showroom is regularly updated with new samples
showcasing the latest colour and pattern trends.

FULL RANGE CAPABILITIES
Through our factory network, we offer full range capabilities,
from basic t-shirts through to fully-engineered support garments.
MATERIALS
We only use the best quality materials, to maximise comfort and performance through
properties such as moisture control and 4-way stretch. Fabric composition is tailored
on a style-by-style basis, with the below yarns most commonly used in our garments:
• Polyester

• Cotton

• Bamboo

• Cotton

• Polyamide

• Modal

• Lycra®

• Tencel®

• Coolmax®

• Thermolite®

• Breeze®

PRODUCTION
The most common production method for products in the UK market is the traditional
cut & sew technique. For more sophisticated styles, we have factories that specialise
in seamfree and bonded production, which offer superior comfort and performance
benefits to the end-wearer.

BESPOKE DESIGNS
To create unique, stand-out styles, we use the latest technology to apply customer
branding and infuse our designs onto the product. Using the state-of-the-art machinery
ensures a high-quality finish that lasts over time. Available techniques include:
• Digital Sublimation Printing

• Screen Printing

• Laser Cutting

• Heat Transfer

• Embroidery

“Our mission is to deliver industry
leading activewear products that
exceed our customers’ expectations
in quality, design and performance.”
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU...

